
ULSDO/MGO operation for 
boiler systems 

Practical experience 18 months after 
implementation of EU fuel oil directive 



Critical components within boiler system 

Pumps 

Atomizer 

Tanks and piping 

Combustion 
controller 

Flame eyes 



Pumps in common piping, running MGO: 

20 bar pump, mechanical 
seals , heavy MGO leaking 

20 bar pump, magnetic 
couplings, no leak at all 



Conclusion for...  
Pumps in common piping, running MGO: 

It is potentially unsafe (fire hazard) to operate 
mechanically sealed pumps with both HFO and MGO. 

Higher maintenance is required for mechanically sealed 
pumps in common piping for HFO and MGO and TBO life 
may be significantly reduced. 

No leakages and resulting safety risks have been 
observed from magnetic coupling pumps running on 
HFO and MGO in common piping system. 

For common piping systems, commercial and 
operational risks are sufficiently reduced by 
installing magnetic coupling pumps. 



HFO burner atomizers, running on MGO: 

Steam atomizing burner, 
concentric lance, with 
volumetric flow control. 

Stable minimum load on 
MGO/Steam atomizing. 

Rotary cup  burner with 
mechanical curve control. 

Stable 30% load on MGO. 



Conclusion for...  
HFO burner units, running MGO: 

Volumetric controlled steam atomizing burners can run 
smooth and safe with MGO/Steam when properly 
adjusted. Even with concentric lance (up to 200° steam) 

ALL Rotary cup burners and pressure jet burners can run 
smooth and safe with MGO if properly adjusted. The 
latter however with reduced capacity (depend on model). 

Nozzle pressure controlled steam atomizing burners 
need a dedicated MGO nozzle/lance, especially when 
atomizing steam is supplied at constant pressure. 
High risk of unstable burning especially in low load. 

The most critical item for burner performance is the 
nozzle. Some steam atomizer models need special 
MGO nozzles, others do not. 



Flame eye systems, operating on MGO: 

Siemens (L&G) RAR8 
main flame eyes remain in 
use (blue box). 

Additional pilot flame eye 
installed (sighthole) 

„cds“ type flame eyes 
replaced by UV scanners. 

Pilot flame by sequence 



Conclusion for... 
Flame eye/flame relay combinations 

Suitable models for MGO operation 
(UV bandwidth or visible light but insensitive in IR range): 

Unsuitable models for MGO operation 
(IR or visble light bandwidth in unsuitable range): 

Siemens (Landis&Gyr) RAR7(obs), RAR8(obs), RAR9, QRC 
Hamworthy Smartscan 121, SAACKE FLS09-UV, SAACKE 
FLS07(obs), SAACKE FLS08(obs), Volcano/MHI „SI“-type  

Siemens (Landis&Gyr) QRB, SAACKE FLS09-IR, Volcano „cds“-
type 

Many types of flame scanner systems can remain in 
use for distillate oil firing. Obsolete types should 
however be replaced. Note special LRS requirement! 



Sequence controller, burner start: 

Fully safe distillate oil 
ignition sequence. Under 
no circumstances main oil 
valve open before pilot 
flame is detected. 

Semi-safe distillate oil 
ignition sequence. Pilot 
flame verification depends 
on parameter in controls. 



Sequence controller, burner stop: 

Fully safe distillate oil 
shutdown. Furnace post-
purge is a fixed step in the 
existing sequence 
program. 

Semi-safe distillate oil 
shutdown sequence. 
Postpurge depends on 
selectable timer. 



Conclusion for... 
Sequence controllers 

Most modern sequence controllers feature both, pilot 
flame monitoring and furnace post-purge by standard. In 
some systems the sequences can however be selected to 
be disabled by the operator. 

Older sequence controllers sometimes do not feature a 
separate pilot flame monitoring, others do not perform 
automatic furnace post-purge. 

Missing pilot flame monitoring is a much higher 
risk compared to missing post-purge sequence! 

 

Sequence controller programs must be checked 
whether PLC parameters have to be changed or 
hardware must be replaced/added. 



Boilers, heating surface: 

Overfired furnace with 
damage on membrane 
wall tubes. 
Operator increased air 
flow instead of reducing 
fuel in MGO mode. 

High gas temperature in 
MGO mode resulted in 
outside shell deformation 
and cracking. 



Boilers, stress by  
improper load control settings: 



Boilers, reduced stress by  
proper load control settings: 



Conclusion for... 
Boiler furnace and heating surface 

Marine boilers are usually designed in a way, that a high 
percentage of heat is transferred by radiation inside the 
furnace. MGO results in a less radiating flame, so that the 
exhaust gas temperature can be higher compared to HFO 
burning at same load. Monitoring is essential!  

If supply pressure/flow for MGO is not adjusted (higher 
flow at same pressure) and only the air rate is 
corrected that the boiler does not smoke, serious 

overfiring can be the result 

MGO operation is more than making sure the pumps 
will work. Above influence may limit the boiler load 
for safe operation to 75% of HFO capacity 

HFO operating experience can not be transferred 1:1 to 

MGO operation! 



Piping system, blending time and  
blend viscosity: 

The blending of HFO and MGO is 
not following a linear curve.  

For smaller boilers, the burners 
may not run on pure MGO until 
hours after initiation of change-
over. 

Blend viscosity is following 
an unexpected curve during 
the blending process. 

For some burners, the safe 
operation limits are by far 
exceeded during blending. 

../Saacke Marine/Präsentationen/MGO Experience/Boiler change-over calculator.xls
../Saacke Marine/Präsentationen/MGO Experience/Blending Viscosity Visualization_Präs.xls


Conclusion for... 
Piping System 

High capacity boilers with comparatively small piping 
system volume can obtain compliance with common 
piping within reasonable time. At the cost of unnecessary 
fuel being burnt. 

Smaller capacity boilers can many times not achieve 
compliance level for many hours after change over. 

Should authorities finally catch up on the matter, costly 

penalties might follow. 

Even if compliance can be achieved with common 
piping, viscosity control is an issue as class requires 
ALL heating to be shut down when MGO enters. 

Operation with unsuitable blend viscosity may lead to 
bad/incomplete combustion if going on for too long 

time. Carbon deposits and heating surface fouling. 



Thank you very much for your attention! 


